IMAGINiT’s Training Offerings

The right fit to suit any learning style or budget

Reach a Higher Level of Productivity with IMAGINiT Training
Now more than ever, employees need to be as efficient as possible on the job. That means taking advantage of all the features
and functionality available in the latest Autodesk software, as well as keeping up to date with new techniques to streamline
workflows and processes.
Our training classes are taught by Autodesk Certified Instructors who are product experts with real world industry experience
and all classes leverage curriculum developed by ASCENT, our sister division.
IMAGINiT Training offerings:
■■ Classroom Based

■■ eLearning

■■ LIVE Online

■■ Blended Learning

■■ Custom

Classroom Based
IMAGINiT offers traditional instructor-led classroom based training at any of our 40 training centers.
ü

40 Locations across North America

ü

Personalized attention, we cap our classes at 6-10 students

ü

Hands-on learning, you have access to our practice exercises and quizzes

ü

Support, access to live post-training support for 30 days after your training

LIVE Online
IMAGINiT’s LIVE Online offering delivers instructor-led training classes in an online environment.

ü Accessible, classes are attended online so there is no need to leave the comfort of your workspace
ü

Personalized attention, we cap our LIVE Online classes at 6 students

ü

Collaborate, our online learning platform makes it possible for students to engage with each other, ask questions and,
share their screens

ü

Hands-on learning, you have access to our practice exercises and quizzes

ü

Support, access to live post-training support for 30 days after training

eLearning
eLearning is self-paced and available to users 24/7. Many of our eLearning courses contain video demonstrations from CADLearning
to reinforce the topics covered and to further facilitate retention and understanding. An annual subscription to IMAGINiT eLearning
gives you access to training and educational resources whenever and wherever you need it.

ü Self-paced, and available to users 24/7
ü

Convenient, learn when and where it fits your schedule

ü

Access resources, users can access electronic versions of training curriculum and in many cases video content

ü
ü

Practice Exercises, take end-users through typical scenarios they will encounter using the software
Want to learn more? We have a searchable library that contains courseware, assessments, videos, and
downloadable sample files
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Blended Learning
We recognize that it’s hard to get out of the office for traditional classroom based training. Blended Learning ensures minimum
disruption to work schedules by featuring an innovative combination of self-paced learning with short, weekly online instructor-led
labs.
ü

Variety, instructor-led online lab sessions paired with self-paced learning and assignments

ü

Video demonstrations, are included in the self-paced curriculum to further facilitate retention and understanding

ü

Collaborate, our online learning platform makes it possible for students to engage with each other online, ask questions
and, share their screens

ü

Access resources, users can access electronic versions of training curriculum that are categorized by industry

ü

Support, access to an instructor for the duration of the training

Custom
For organizations with groups of employees requiring training, IMAGINiT can customize any of the above training offerings. In
addition, IMAGINiT can work with our clients to customize the curricula to incorporate your models, data sets, processes, and
workflows to demonstrate practical applications.
ü

Group training, allows your team to train together

ü

Custom training content, IMAGINiT will design curricula based on specific client needs

ü

Personalized, instructors often integrate custom content into the course to provide practical applications

ü

Flexible, we provide training where it’s most convenient for you - at your facility, an IMAGINiT training center or online
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Customized training content
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LIVE Online classes are delivered by a live instructor in an online setting

2

Support is available for the duration of the class

About IMAGINiT Technologies

IMAGINiT Technologies, a Rand Worldwide Company, is the world’s largest provider of enterprise solutions
to the engineering community, including the building, manufacturing, civil and mapping industries. With
over 25 years of experience, and 45 offices throughout North America, we provide the expertise, training
and support to help companies realize the full power of design technology, maximize ROI and gain
competitive advantage.
IMAGINiT is a leading provider of Autodesk software solutions and the largest North American Autodesk
Authorized Training Center (ATC) partner. All of our locations are supported by a vast pool of engineering
resources focused on developing real-life business solutions for their local clients.
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